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Proposed roundabout at Proposed roundabout at 
intersection of 51st Ave East and intersection of 51st Ave East and 

33rd St. East. 33rd St. East. 

Manatee Oaks Board of DirectorsManatee Oaks Board of Directors
Joan C. Schrier, PresidentJoan C. Schrier, President
Richard J. Mock, TreasurerRichard J. Mock, Treasurer
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Proposed roundabout
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A majority of homeowners in A majority of homeowners in 
surrounding neighborhoods do not surrounding neighborhoods do not 
want a roundabout installed, but feel want a roundabout installed, but feel 
something must be done to correct something must be done to correct 
this dangerous intersection.this dangerous intersection.
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Commissioner Hayes has publicly Stated that Commissioner Hayes has publicly Stated that 
this is a dangerous intersection.this is a dangerous intersection.

Commissioner Getman stated this same Commissioner Getman stated this same 
message at a Commission Meeting.message at a Commission Meeting.
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• A 4 way stop is the most logical choice.

• It will allow disabled neighbors and pedestrians to 
cross safely.

• The overall cost would be less expensive.
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Neighbors who drive to SweetbayNeighbors who drive to Sweetbay’’s, or Highway s, or Highway 
70 are taking a chance. 70 are taking a chance. 

Driving on 33Driving on 33rdrd St. East, going South, there is no St. East, going South, there is no 
stop sign and there is a blind spot due to a curve.stop sign and there is a blind spot due to a curve.

I have been stopped by police for driving South  I have been stopped by police for driving South  
on 33on 33rd rd St. EastSt. East , and not stopping at a stop sign. , and not stopping at a stop sign. 
The officer was amazed to find that there The officer was amazed to find that there 
was no stop sign there!was no stop sign there!

Traffic traveling East on 51Traffic traveling East on 51stst Ave. toward 33Ave. toward 33rdrd St. St. 
East. There is a stop sign installed but hidden is East. There is a stop sign installed but hidden is 
behind tree. There is a sign stating behind tree. There is a sign stating ““Stop Sign Stop Sign 
Ahead.Ahead.””
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Our concerns are for one of the families, Mike Tippett, and his 
Daughter Meg.

She is profoundly disabled due  to an automobile accident many
years ago. After receiving her Bachelors degree , at 23 years old she 
was struck by a tractor trailer driver. Her mind is clear, and bright, 
and she responds vocally when presented with the idea of the 
roundabout. 

Twice a day they walk the neighborhood, and frequently visit the
Sweetbay’s grocery store, or McDonald’s.
During one of these walks, crossing the intersection, they were 
closely clipped by a passing car. Meg was spilled from her  
wheelchair, and bumped her head. Imagine how frightened she had 
to be. 

Trying to cross a roundabout where vehicles do not have to stop
Will be insurmountable for them.
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Mike Tippett and his Daughter Meg, attempting crossing at a 4 way 
stop for safety reasons.
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No stop sign going South on 33rd St. East, where it intersects  51st Ave. East. 
No sidewalks on 33rd St East in Oakmont. Pedestrians must walk in road. 
.
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When stopped at the East bound stop sign on 51st Ave. East, you 
cannot see oncoming South bound traffic unless you pull out to the 
middle of the intersection.
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This is how far you must pull out to have the ability to see oncoming
Traffic. Notice you have completely crossed the intersection.
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Intersection of 33rd St East and 51st Ave East looking North. Curve causing blind spot 
entering intersection. No stop sign Southbound. Notice sidewalk on North side of road.
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51st. Ave ext. where Oaks at Creekside will have entrance East of 33rd 

St. East.  A Sidewalk on 51st Ave. East between 30th St. East and 33rd St. 
East is on North side, but on South side of the 51st Ave East Extension . 
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Intersection of 33rd St. East and 51st Ave. East, looking North. 
Transportation Department  placed sign stating “on coming traffic does not 
stop,” This was done when the Arrows were repainted on the road, and they 
witnessed the dangerous intersection first hand.
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Traveling  East on 51st Ave. East. A Stop sign installed,  but 
hidden by tree, although there is a sign stating “ stop sign ahead.”
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Looking West from 51st Ave Ext. Stop sign  totally obscured by
untrimmed brush on County right of way.
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Position of existing stop signs at intersection of 33rd St. East
And 51st Ave East. Looking West toward Wal-Mart
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Please approve the installation of Please approve the installation of 
a  4 way stop at this intersection.a  4 way stop at this intersection.

We also request that the County We also request that the County 
fix this intersection ASAP fix this intersection ASAP 
whether or not the Oaks At whether or not the Oaks At 
Creekside Development is Creekside Development is 
approved.approved.
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